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Society of Women Engineers 
not just for women 
by Lynn Had•d 
Aaocl•te tdltor 
The Society of Women Engineers, 
commonly referred to aa SWE, Ia an 
organization primarily started aa a 
means through which women engi-
neers could meet and discuss many of 
the problema related to working In a 
male-dominated field . Contrary to 
what Ita name lmpllee, SWE'e student 
memberthlp Ia neither reetrlcted to 
women nor engineers. SWE haa male 
members (though none In Ita WPI 
chapter) and women In technically ori-
ented fields other than engineering 
(I.e. math). 
WPI 'a chapter of SWE Ia Involved In 
many actlvltlee, some of which are an-
nual projects. One of the prime goals 
of SWE Ia to lntereet high echool glrle 
In engineering fields. Annually, SWE 
works with the edmlealona office send-
Ing members to various high IChoola to 
dlacuu with students aome of the .cl-
vant~~gee and dlaadvantagee of pursu-
Ing a career In engineering . SWE'a 
members are alao on hand when high 
echoola tend potentlaJ engineering 
students to view WPI for a day. 
Another major project Ia the writing 
resume clinic done In conjunction with 
Dean Truk. The clinic Instructs stu-
dents In the fine art of how to write a 
good reaume. 
Throughout the year, gueet apeak-
era talk on a variety of subjects, such 
aa how to make a good lmpr..,lon at 
an Interview. Members may aJao take 
advantage of the opportunity to attend 
SWE conferencee on both regional and 
national levels. L.aat year, two of 
WPI'a SWE memberl attended the 
national conterenoe In San Francleco. 
Not only did they learn a lot from the 
conference, but they aJao got to do a lot 
of alghtaeelng . (eontlnwd to,.,. 3) 
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New sororities now forming 
Zeta Psi sisters to split 
by Tom Nlcololl 
Anoclat• Editor 
There will aoon be three aororltlee 
on the campus of WPI If the alat&f'a of 
the Zeta Pal fraternity go aheed with 
their plana to strike out on their own. 
According to Llaa Kraua, tpokee-
peraon for the group, the main luue 
that Influenced their decision wu that 
of recognition both In the national or-
ganization of the fraternity and In the 
IFC. Apparently ZP'a national bylaw• 
only accept women aa partial mem-
bere-" llttle titters" u oppoeed to full 
aiatera. The local chapter of the group 
recognized the women u equals while 
at the same time trying not to violate 
organizational rulee that would put Ita 
own charter In danger. Beeldeal.:k of 
recognition within their own organiza-
tion the group alao had to deal with the 
added frustration of not being granted 
a representative to the IFC. All the ela-
(eontlflued to page 3,1 
Other women to join AGO 
Th&f'e Ia a new colOny on campu• 
and thirteen original member• are 
pledged to alncerlty. The thirteen hope 
to see a new aororlty - Alpha Gamma 
Delta - • a new aJternatlve at WPI . 
While they Joke llbout being like the 
Plymouth colony, they seem to have a 
much sounder t.ae. 
Ruah Chairman Jamie Wakullch , a 
Sophomore, explained that Tech needs 
anoth&f' alternative tor women and 
AGO will offer that different personal-
Ity. Any woman joining the sorority 
now will help to build thla peraonallty. 
The group will be lnatalled In Febru-
ary aa the zeta Zeta chapter. AGO Ia 
an international eororlty with 125 
chapters. lt'a home, and aJao the clor-
eat chapter, Ia In SyracuM, eatablhll ' 
In 1904. It now boalta thirty-five 11 •• 
sand membera. The SyracutE .a 
Montreal chapters will ualat In thts 
Installation. 
President Jocelyn Kent, aJao a Soph-
(contlltued fo ,... .. ,
Angels 
entertain 
with 
aerobatics 
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Employment program 
'alive and well' 
by Maureen Sexton 
Newspeak staff 
"There's one point I'd like to make. A 
co-op program exists at WPI. It's alive 
and well In Boynton Hall ." These are 
the words of Mr. John Farley, the new 
Director of Undergraduate Em· 
ployment and Counseling Placement. 
Farley, a 1968 graduate of WPI, recen· 
ly took over the position after the 
retirement of Dr. Frank Benner, who 
began the program in June, 1976. At 
t hat time only eight students were par· 
tlclpatlng. Now, over forty are placed In 
companies o.t their particular Interest 
each year. 
The program usually consists of two 
eight month work periods. The first 
begins during the summer after the 
students' sophomore year and ends 
just before the following C Term. The 
second begins after B Term In the 
atudent •a fourth year and IMtl through 
the summer. The atudent'a fifth~. 
or aenlor year, Ia spent entirely with 
atudlea. No credit Is given for the 
working periods, but the co-op student 
receives competitive wages, averaging 
about $2.-c> a week. 
A common misconception about co-
op Ia that the student wlllloae money 
an~ his student status. Actually no 
tuition Ia paid for the time spent 
working, but the student retains his 
student status and Is encouraged to 
continue school activities as much as 
poaalble. 
Many variations of the program, 
which Ia presently being changed to 
the Cooperative Education Program, 
are available to the WPI student. Either 
one or two eight month periods can be 
used for the working period and the 
periods can be adjusted to meet the 
student's need, In most cases. Co-op 
students often live at home during 
their working months In order to save 
money, but It Is also possible to live at 
WPI, In an apartment or with other co· 
op students. 
The reasons for choosing the co-op 
program are as vast as the benefits the 
student receives. Many decide upon 
the co·op program for financial 
reasons. The student can usually apply 
a large percentage of his earnings to 
his learning expenses and the added 
year also gives the student's parents 
an extended time period In which to 
save tuition funds. Other students feel 
a need to get away from a textbook 
atmosphere for a while and gain some 
practical learn ing experience. St ill 
others are not quite sure of which type 
of job they would like to hold for the 
rest of their lives. The co-op program 
allows the student to see d i fferent 
types of engineering In practice and 
decide which variation Is right for him 
or her. 
This exposure to the real world of 
work and engineering Is one of the 
main benefits of the co-op program. As 
Farley atatea, the co-op education 
"opens the eyes of students as to how 
to function socially and politically In 
an Industrial environment". After 
seeing exactly what type of work 
he/she would like to be doing, the co-
op student Is often better prepared to 
plan hla courses, see the real value and 
applications of textbook problems, and 
pick a job and employer which beat 
suits him after graduation. The co-op 
program Ia a true extension of the 
Plan In that It emphasizes the relation· 
lhlp between practical and functional 
learning. 
Obtaining a co-op job Ia not a terribly 
complicated process. An Interested 
student works with the director to 
prepare a resume and then Interviews 
are set up with employers Interested In 
1tudenta with hie/her major. A student 
utually hu a few lntervlewa and then 
pecKs rrom among the employers which 
did offer him/her employment. VIsits 
with the Financial Aid Office and the 
student 's advisor are highly recom· 
mended before accepting any job of· 
fers. 
Uke any major endeavor, the co-op 
program and the proposed Job should 
be thoroughly examined before giving 
the flnanl O.K. Unfortunately, some co· 
op students do not always get the Jobs 
they t hought t hey would receive. 
Chemical engineering major, Jay Ricci, 
began a co·op JOb with a limestone 
grinding pilot plant In January, 1979. 
(continued to P•ll• 4) 
Observatory 
ready for 
student use 
by John Sullivan 
NeweptMk staff 
Have you noticed that sliver domed 
spaceship sitting on top of Goddard 
Hall? That's no spaceship I That's the 
new WPI observatory. 
Thla observatory tower was built laat 
year through the effort• of Professor 
Harold Hilsinger of the Phyalca De-
• lf.' 
Prof. Hllalnger. ·John Mill 
partment and Mr. Jamee O 'Rourke of 
the EJectrlcal Engineering Depart-
ment. 
O'Rourke uld that he believed that 
a IChool with the caliber of WPI ought 
to have an obeervatory tor thole lnter-
eated In Mtronomy. He built the tel• 
acope that alta In the oblervatory by 
(eontlniHHI to ,.,. 4} 
Keven's lecture h•ll to~ renovated. 
Kavan CE 
labs to be 
renovated 
by Jeff Roy 
Newspeak staff 
Those who doubted the quality of 
WPI 's Civil Engineering Depart ment 
have, In the eyes of the department, no 
basis for their opinion. In fact, such 
cynicism was quickly dispelled by the 
Head of the CE Department , 
Krlshnaswamlengar Keshavan. 
" We are In a very strong posit ion 
here and we have full accredidation,'' 
explained Keshavan. "We are already 
one of the top Civil Engineering depar-
tments In the Northeast , and once our 
renovations are completed, we'll have 
an even finer facility to offer." 
The Civil Engineering department is 
now In the process of Its major 
renovations which shall Include: a 
brand new lecture hall , a brand new 
student lounge (larger than the present 
one), and new labs In the geotechnical 
and structural areas. The renovations 
will be completed by September 1, 
1980. 
Keahavan added, "Becauae we have 
an accredited program, we have an 
obligation to our graduates. We em· 
phaalze the need for a good under· 
standing of the baalc matha and 
aclencea, aa we try to develop a degree 
that covers more than one area of civil 
engineering. 
(continued to pafltl 4) 
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Please bear with us 
In our never ending attempt at Improving the newspaper (and making 
our jobs harder) Newspeak has taken on the task of typesetting the 
newspaper Itself. Many of our readers were told that our staff was 
typesetting the newspaper. Others probably could figure that something 
was different by the quality of the work. We obviously could not match 
the work of professionals when we had only a few days experience. 
Our inexperience can be seen In crooked headlines, slanted columns 
and lines, not-so-good photos, and many typographical errors. We are 
learning fast though. Our newly trained staff Is enthusiastic and 
dedicated. The time we must put In to get the paper ready for the press 
has probably quadrupled. Instead of just laying out the paper on Sun· 
days from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m., we must now typeset, layout, make half-tones, 
paste-up, and proofread the newspaper on Sunday and Monday. We start 
on Sunday morning at 8 a.m. and finish sometime Monday night, except 
this week when we will finish sometime around 2 a.m. Tuesday morning. 
When we get really good we'll be able to finish on Sunday around 5 p.m. 
Why do we typeset ourselves? One reason Is that our regular typeset· 
ter became overbooked and unable to meet our schedule. Another Is that 
It gave us an opportunity to learn an art we would otherwise know 
nothing about. We also are given the opportunity to be a little more 
creative and daring in our graphics. 
Last week we made two major blunders. One was the pasting of an ar· 
tlcle in the wrong order. The beginning of the story on New York's law on 
standardized admissions tests was pasted down in the middle of the 
story. The middle was pasted in the beginning. Understand? The other 
blunder was the omission of WPI Counselor Ellen Thompson's two 
degrees. The story on page one about the counseling service should 
have said that she has a BA in sociology and psychology from Albion 
College and a Masters In Social Work from the University of Michigan. 
We'll continue to have errors of this magnitude for a while, but, until 
then, please bear with us. In the end, we feel that we will be able to better 
serve the WPI community. 
Kenneth J. Mandlle 
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Look before 
you leap 
(Editor's Note: This is the first in a series of articles written to aqualnt 
graduating Seniors with the JOb placement and graduate school ad· 
m;ssion process. The articles will contain Information on Interviews, 
resumes, schedules, etc. It is hoped that the series w~llal/ow Seniors to 
become more aqualnted with the Office of Graouate and Career 
Placement so they can make optimum use ol1ts services.) 
Well what can one say about getting a job? You can make It easy, or 
you can make It hard, the choice Is yours. First, If you haven't already 
done so, get over to OGCP (Office of Graduate and Career Plans) on the 
third floor of Boynton to register for the Interview processing and pick up 
your Information pack and nine preference eards. Don't forget to read 
the materials and make a note that there will be a 'bull' sessl9n 
tonlght(Tuesday) at 7:00pm In Higgins 109 for any questions that you 
may have about the process that Is about to begin. If you missed the 
resume writing clinic last night, find someone who went, and don't take 
'not much' for an answer. Remember, your resume Is the first and last 
thing that a company will see about you. Make It good. 
1979·80 RECRUITING SCHEDULE 
1. All Seniors or graduating students who wish to use the service must 
register with the office. This can be accomplished by completing forms 
at OGCP. Your signature on the OGCP form and registration card allows 
us to have a copy of your transcript on file to show to company represen· 
tatlves. 
2. Company preference cards should be left In the box at the counter 
with the secretary. Please make sure the cards are completely filled out. 
The Interest blank (no. 2) only applies to companies with more than one 
area, and would be so marked on the Factual Information Sheets (FIS). 
3. In the cases of cancellations: the Company Preference Cards will be 
returned. 
4. Sources of Information on companies: 
A. Factual Information Sheets- There are four (4) notebooks with cop· 
les of the FIS forms completed by each company. These are on file 
at the desk and are for use within the office only. 
B. Career Reference Library- This Is located on the far wall of the 
office. Within there are two areas on ln~erest: Graduate Schools and 
Companies. Catalogs of various engineering, law and medical schools 
are on file. Each company on the WPI campus will have a master bind· 
er of their programs, benefits, etc. on file In this area. These are for 
office use only. 
c. Company (Propaganda) Literature- Literature on each company 
be available on a limited basis. If you have an Interest in a particular 
company you may take the literature with you. If you have taken liter· 
ature and find_ you do not need It, please return to OGCP. 
D. Graduate School Literature- This file Is free for you to use, how· 
ever, please do not remove catalogs form the office. 
Don't forget to make a note (again) that your preference cards are 
due at least two (2) weeks before the Interview date. That means that If 
you want to have an Interview with a company the first two weeks of B 
term, you must get your preference cards In beofre you leave on the last 
day of term A. Otherwise you don't get the Interview, no lfs ands or buts. 
So don't forget, unless you want to truck up here two weeks before the 
lnt~rvlew during your vacation. Also don't forget the 'bull' session 
tomght (Tuesday). Next weeek we'll have some tips on Interviews. Watch 
the TV wheel and the bulletin board In the OGCP office In Boynton. 
The following graduate schools will be at WPI this fall for recruitment: 
Suffolk University on Wednesday, October 3 
Boston College on Tuesday, October 16 
University of Chicago on Monday, October 22 
Northeastern University on Tuesday, November 6 
Dartmouth College/Thayer School of Engineering on Monday, Novem· 
ber 26. . 
Sign up and read literature In the Office of Graduate Carreer Planning. 
Also, keep checking at the offflce for further changes. 
Humanities 
tryouts 
The Humanities Department will 
continue tryouts for their fall produc· 
tlon, "The Night Thoreau spent In Jail" 
on Tuesday, October 2, In the Green 
Room tn Alden Hll at 700 p.m If you 
cannot make It at this time, contact 
Prof. Dodge, ext. 513. 
Cinematech 
Go Tell The Spartans Is about the 
Vietnam War during the period when 
the Americans were there as 
"technical advisors" with South VIet· 
namese soldiers. 
Ted Post directs It all with a clean, 
hard. actton·fllm hand. It Is much more 
Incisive about Its subject than Coming 
Home. 
Tonight! October 2nd, Klnnlcut 
Hall, 7:30pm. 
Tuesday, October 2, 1878 
•.• SWE 
(continued from page 1) 
Lut year, an anonymous donor al-
loted $750 per year to be awarded to 
women In the junior, sophomore, and 
freshmen classes. candidates, chosen 
through high scholastic achievement, 
are required to write essays. A panel 
of judges then determines who will 
receive the awards. These awards (and 
they are cash awards and as such need 
not be reported to financial aid), 
though handled by SWE are available 
to any junior, sophomore, or freshman 
women . 
SWE'alnterests are not solely In the 
academic aapecta of WPI. It 11 the or-
ganization which Ia responsible for 
bringing Chrlatmaa llghta to WPI. The 
lighting ceremony Ia performed during 
their annual Christmas party. The 
Chrletmaa party Ia by no meane the 
only party thrown by SWE. There are 
partlee throughout the year, whoee 
themee vary from cocktail partlee for 
faculty to beer parties In the Pub. 
The Society of Women Englneere 
playa an .ctlve role In many aapecte of 
life bOth social and academic at WPI. If 
you are Interested In learning more 
about SWE either go to their next 
meeting or drop a note to their pres-
Ident, Anne O'Keefe, bOx 1000 . 
••• Zeta Psi 
(contlnu.d trom pa~ 1) 
tara' dealings with the campus group 
had to be mediated through ZP'a rep-
resentative. In addition to thla the ale-
tera also carne to realize that In order 
for them to get a houae they would 
have to work through an organization 
other than ZP. 
Now, to keep their group Intact and 
to aecure tome of the prlvllegee that 
they have mliMd In the peet, they 
have begun the PfOCMa of Ml«tlng a 
eororlty to join. "We've nerrowed the 
cholcel down to two," laid Krauae. 
Since the goal of the group 11 to ltart a 
new organization on campus freehmen 
women •e encouraged to help In the 
final Mlectlon proc.a. • 'We're Invi-
ting freehmen to come and participate 
In the proceaa of selection,'' empha-
sized Kreuaa. Any freehmen or upper-
ct ... women Interested In becoming a 
part of the new eororlty or who are Juet 
curloue should cont.ct either LIM 
Krauu In Alley 423 or ruah chairper-
son Valerie Boynton In Alley 304 . 
... Sorority 
(continued lrom page 1) 
omore, Ia quick to acknowledge the aid 
and support of many campus groups, 
Including some Deans, the frater-
nities, and Phi Sigma Sigma. AGO's 
National and Alumni organization• 
have also been helpful. Thanks to all 
these groups and the efforts of the 
thirteen, they have had few problems 
In establishing and organizing the 
chapter. They have parties scheduled 
for Oct. 4 at Theta Chi , Oct. 11 at ATO, 
and Oct. 16 at SAE. 
AGO stands for friendship, scholar-
ship, and altruism. Vice President 
Patty Binkowski stressed the need for 
a balance between social and academic 
life In the sorority and the need to go 
out and meet and work with other 
people. With sincerity as their basis, 
Jarl'lle pointed out that the new soror-
Ity offers ''close friendships that will 
last forever •.. be(lng) everyone else's 
shoulder." 
NEWSPEAK Page a 
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'Project idea fair' Thursday 
The lnter.ctlve Qualifying Project, 
the tOP, Ia the moet lntereltlng yet 
least underltood •pact of the WPI 
Plan, particularly by Freahmen or 
other flret year atudenta to WPI. To 
help theM ltudenb develop a better 
understanding of the IQP, the Olvllion 
of lnterdlac:lpllnary Affaire and the Of-
flee of the Dean of Undergr8dUide 
Studlee are aponaorlng a program en-
titled: FAESHMEN:Looklng A"-i to 
the IQP. The progrM'I II ICheduled for 
Thuraday, October 11,1878 at Alden 
Memorial from 7:00p.m. to 8:00p.m. 
The format for the evening Ia th8t of 
a ••projectaldea fair," where eech IQP 
topic area will have a table with mater-
tala, f.culty, and students Involved In 
projects In that area available to an-
ewer queetlona and talk with frMhmen 
about potential lOP topk:a. The ... ton 
aleo will attempt to atart frMhmen 
thinking about how they can prepare 
for the IQP of their choice. What back-
ground le nec:.aary, what couraea 
might be taken, all directed at being 
bett• prepared for doing lnter.ctlve 
qualifying proJect work. 
There Ia no formal agenda for the 
evening other than giving the frMh-
men an opportunity to dlacuaa eome of 
the Idees and com menta that they have 
heard about the IQP, and their own 
thoughts about thla degree requlr• 
ment. 
Thle program le the first formal ac-
tivity opening the periOd when freah-
men meet with their ecMaore to dis-
cuu their c:ouree Mlectlon for Terms C 
and D. In order to mllke theee plane 
with preparing for the IQP In mind, 
freahmen will have to narrow down 
their llat of choloel for IQP work, and 
poalbly dellgn a aequence of c:ouraea 
which will help prepare them for their 
aelected lOP topic. 
In addition to the .. ..,., IQP topic 
areu, aev.-.1 apecial IQP progrwne 
will be repr...,ted lnctudlng: The 
Town of Holden, the Central M__., 
chuaetta Regional Planning Commla-
alon, the Central Maeuchueetta 
Health SyaterM Agency, the WPI 
Wuhlngton Project Center, and the 
Commonwealth Project Center will be 
available to talk with freehmen. 
Commuters seek campus recognition 
by Jeff Roy 
Ne~kattff 
If the commuters were to take on the 
Morgan Third Floor Intramural volley-
baH team In a match tomorrow, un-
doubtedly the commuters would be the 
underdogs. Put It this way: If you were 
gambling, the commuters would not 
be a strong bet. However, If you were 
to put these teams up for a match six 
months from now, the results may be 
different. 
At WPI , the commuters are off to 
one of the strongest starts In three 
years as far aa forming an organization 
Is concerned . George Ferron was the 
commuter representative at that time, 
and although he voiced strong effort 
for the commuters , he did not have the 
support that the present commuters 
are showing. 
Bob Pearson, a senior at Tech, will 
be on the ballot for the 1979-80 com-
muter Independent rep, and he has 
taken the first step In forming the 
' 'Commuter Organization'' . He and a 
group of about 25 other studente exist 
now In an organization which Ia cloee 
to what they wish to achieve. 
·'We have this group of students 
here, and we're all commutera, but 
there are a lot more In this achool, and 
we need a group that will represent all 
of us, " stated an anxious Pearson. 
" Everything Is happening eo fast 
and a lot of people are showing the In-
terest. I am sure that we are going to 
have an organization this year, but 
how rar that goes, Is hard to say I" 
he added. 
The commuters held their first mee-
ting In the Wedge during the lunch 
hour last week. It was there that the 
commuters In every year of study met 
for the first time. There, they found 
out Just what was available to them. 
• 'We treed to get everyone there In· 
terested In forming a group that would 
have the status of any other club on 
campus," he explained. " We men· 
tloned the by-laws and Intramural 
teams, but the key word wu an organ-
Ization: a group of lntereeted people 
who are willing to do some work." 
There have always been commuters 
at WPI, and year after year, there have 
been gripes by the ume. The problem 
has been that the view. were not 
strong. To get your point .croaa, you 
have to have people behind you to 
give you support. 
Pearson continued to explain that he 
would eventually like to see a board of 
commutere that would work for the 
benefit of the commuters . "We are not 
sure of what we can do right now, but 
we are looking to be recognized by 
the campus.'' 
The commuters will hold their sec-
ond meeting today . It will be a meeting 
of those students who expressed an 
Interest In the organization . 
''We have to be confident about the 
group. We had the support at our first 
meeting, and I 'm sure It will conttnue. 
The group is defin itely gomg to work -
we'll make It work," flntshed Pearson. 
lETTERS 
Zeta Psi says thanks 
To the editor: 
Zeta Psi would like to thank every-
body who came down to Casino Nlte 
last Wednesday. It was a great suc-
cess, with plenty of gambling, plua, 
and liquid refreshments. Everybody 
enjoyed themselves, prizewinner or 
not , and we hope to see many of the 
same faces at upcoming house event~ . 
We have a Disorientation Party set 
tor Friday, October 12, and are hold-
Ing Monday Nlte Football every week 
for the rest of the term. Freshmen are 
Invited to stop by any time; to pick up a 
rush calendar, or Just to talk with and 
meet us. Looking forward to meeting 
you, 
The 8rothera of Zeta Psi 
Letters policy 
WPI New•,.-" welcome• lattera to tM editor. Litten aubmltted for publication ahould 
be typed (doubleapaced) and contain the typed or printed nama of the author 11 well •• the 
author'a slgnatura. Litten ahould contain a phone number for ¥ertk:atlon. Students aub-
mlttlng lett era to the editor lhould put thllr ctaaa year aftlf their nama. Faculty tnd staff 
ahould Include thllr full title. l.ettera deemed llblloua or lrralevtnt to the WPI community 
by thl edltorl will not be publllhed 
The edltora reMrVe thl rtght to edit letters tor corTIC1 pynctuatlon and spelling. 
Llttera to the ~ltor are Jut by Noon on the Saturday priCMdlng publication. Send them 
to WPI Box 2472 or bring them to thl NIQPIIIc offiCI, Riley 01 . 
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••• Co-op ••• Observatory 
(continued from INti• 1) 
Though he hoped to gain some real 
engineering experience, he was given 
mainly what he described as, "white 
collar peon jobs." During his Interview 
with the company, they explained that 
there might be some manual labor In· 
volved, but because of proJect delays, 
Jay was given an alternative of either 
solely manual labor or no work at all 
for a portion of his employment. He 
explains, "I was more ot a plumber, 
maintenance man and technlcan than 
an engineer." 
Jay did eam a good hourly wage, and 
he did learn a great deal about cor· 
poratlon politics, how to survive In a 
cut throat environment and what an 
engineer does In a typical engineering 
day, but he hoped to gain much more 
technical and engineering expertise. 
Despite his bad experience Jay still 
feels that the co-op program Is a good 
one. "Co·op Is good practical ex· 
perlence, It's a great Idea, you just 
have to be very careful about the job 
you choose. You must realize that 
you're joining the company as the low 
man on the totem pole." Ricci 
suggests asking the prospective em· 
ployer for an exact description and 
breakdown of the job. He feels that any 
organized company which has a 
specific job In mind should be able to 
provide this quite easily. 
Other co-op students ate thoroughly 
satisfied with their jobs. One friend of 
Jay'a, a drummer, got a job dellgnlng 
drums In Ohio and enjoyed his work. 
Students have also been placed as 
junior Industrial engineers, assistant 
engineers, etc. In over forty-one com· 
panles In many states. These students 
felt they gained a great deal of prac· 
tical knowledge In such areas as 
problem Identification, communication 
with people, responsibility and their 
own backgrounds. One student felt 
that he gained a great deal of self· 
confidence for on the job you must be 
able to fully accept the responsibility 
for your woa. 
As Farley stated, "Co-op I~ suitable 
to some students' needs and desires, 
but not everyone's." If anyone feels 
that co-op may be beneficial to them, a 
video taped Interview of five co-op 
students Is available In the Ubrary, and 
Farley Is very willing to discuss the 
possibilities with any interested 
student. There are over sixty openings 
available at present, and the next set 
of placements will be made In January. 
(conrlnued from 1Nfl•1) 
himself. He credited two graduate stu-
dents In the Electrical Engineering De-
partment , James and Jason Provl-
dakes, for constructing the observa-
tory. 
The Idea for the observatory was the 
subject of an lOP by two recently grad-
uated WPI students who Prof. Hil-
singer worked with aa an advisor. 
The report considered a number of de-
signs before aeHIIng on a dome shaped 
roof. With the aid of a computer the 
students designed a sound structure. 
Hilsinger credited Dean Grogan's 
office for providing funding for the 
structure. Hilsinger ~ld, "It Ia my 
hope that we can get students to do 
project work on the teletCOpe so we 
can attract more money from outside 
sources. Anyone who can contribute 
with a project or money, please see 
me." 
Both Hilsinger and O'Rourke 
strongly encouraged anyone Interested 
in astronomy and wishing to use the 
telescope In the observatory to let 
them know of their Interest. Presently, 
the Physics Department offers courses 
in astronomy and plans are being 
made to offer such courses during the 
lnteraeaslon. 
Hilsinger also wanted the WPI com-
munity to be aware that a professional 
• •• Civil 
(continued from INti• 1) 
"Civil engineering Is a broad field 
and we use the top quality facilities In 
order to give our students the properly 
accredited degree they should 
possess. It's like any other degree of· 
fered at WPI." 
The CE department Is one that 
utilizes a flexible program • not rigid. 
According to Keshavan, the Com· 
patency Exams will cover more than 
one area to coincide with the depar· 
tment's "certain flexibility". 
"Our advisors work along with the 
students and strive to give the studen· 
ts a civil engineering degree that Is 
competent," concluded Keshavan. 
Wlth confidence In a beneficial staff, 
Keshavan awaits the completion of the 
renov3tlons. The new lecture hall, 
planned for the second floor, should 
provide the comfort and atmosphere of 
Kinnlcut Hall. The room will be made 
larger, and the floor made with a 
gradually rising slope. 
Jim Bouton entertained the WPI community, not just with some serious 
talk about life In general but also with some familiar stories. He ex· 
plalned that living at WPI Is not so much different then being on the 
road with • m•Jor league baseball team. The maJor activity •fter prac· 
tlce, Juat like after classes Is composed of some sophisticated girl hun· 
tl~ 
as1ronomer, Laurence Fredrick, the di-
rector of the Leander McCormick Ob-
servatory at the University of VIrginia, 
will be at WPI on Oct. 8 & 9 and will be 
The biggest renovations will occur In 
the structural laboratory. Here, walls 
will be taken out to allow for more 
working space. New equipment will be 
brought In to aid efficiency. 
The student lounge will create a 
colorful atmosphere for the CE stu· 
dents where they can get together and 
share ideas. This will Include enlarging 
the present lounge and adding fur· 
nlture. "It will be much better than the 
dreariness of the one we are using 
now," mentioned Keshavan. 
10\'\ 
able to talk with anyone about astron-
omy. In addition, Frederick will deliver 
two lectures at 4 o'clock each day In 
Olin Hall. 
Outing Club 
meets today 
The Outing Club will meet Tues., 
Oct. 2 In the Library Seminar Room at 
7:00p.m. New members are welcome. 
Goyette's Se"ice Station 
"At the SUNOCO Sign" 
Complete Tune-Up Work 
101 HIGHLAND STREET 
Freshmen 
Having trouble with calculus-
maybe you need help with 
trigonometry, basic algebra, or 
analytical geometry? 
Help is available! ! ! 
Monday & Wednesday 
2:00 to 4:00 P.M. at the 
Project Center 
Visit the Math 
Resource Center 
excellent help, free of charge. 
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Announcing 
The First Annual 
SENIOR RAFFLE 
\. 
-* 1st Prize * 
$500 Gift Certificate from 
e 
.... Quality Components at the Right Prke__, 
*2nd Prize* 
$300 Gift Certificate from 
Strand's Ski Shop 
* 3rdPrize * 
. Dinner for two at 
SHANNONSII 
Tickets only cost $1.00 
so be sure to get at least one. 
Pick up tickets from any Senior soon! 
This raffle Is made possible by: 
Lt~9h.bJf.!J 
301 Park Avenue 
Worcester 
open Mon.-Fri., ll-9, Sat. 11-6 
7S6·HIFI 
Strand's Ski Shop 
I West Boylston Drive 
Worcester 
852-4333 
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Pegel 
by Doug Fraher 
Newspeak stall 
Air Show •-,g at the Worce~ter 
Municipal Airport offered vlsltora the 
opportunity to ... a level of special 
aviation skllla and technology seldom 
encountered by the general public. 
Military and civilian pllota demon-
strated their finesse with high speed 
aerooaucs wnlle support crews and 
other p4nannel showed a high level of 
profeeaionallam u well. The static 
displays ranged from WWII vintage 
fighters to the latest In fighter and 
transport crafts. 
The Navy's flight demonstration 
squadron, the Blue Angels, were one 
of the groups repreeentlng naval avia-
tion at the show. Fifteen officers 
and seventy-four enlisted peraonnel 
make up the team. Three Marine 
Corps transport pilots and five enlisted 
crewmen fly the C130 transport 
that takee the support team and 
their equipment to the shows. Seven 
officen, tactical jet pilots, are the 
actual performen. Two of the pilots 
fly 80io maximum perlormanc::e while 
four fly the dilrnond formation. The 
~eventh officer acta aa the narrator for 
the perfomanc:. and takee reporters 
up for jet orientation flights. Perhaps 
the matt lmpreuive feature of the 
Blw A"ffffla Is the obvious level of 
tru8t end confidence In their col-
lellgu.' aiMIItlel In tight formation 
flying. 
The Golden Knlghtr, the U.S. 
Army .,...chute teem, II compoeed 
entl,...y of enlisted penonnel who 
perform both In competttlonl and 
demonstrations. At Ita preeent strength 
of 82 men and women, the t.., holds 
many national and International eky-
dlving recordl. The Golden Knlghtr 
hM a comptltitlon teem, two demon-
stration t.-na, a ~uartera eec.-
tlon, 1nd an aviation MCtlon. During 
the perfor!MilCe on Saturd4y after-
noon the white, black, and gold 
YC7 -A Caribou tran8PQrt circled the 
airport • It gained altitude. The crowd 
watched In amazement • the para-
chutilta dived from the r ... of the air-
craft and maneuvered their chut• 
to prtci•landlnga on the field. 
Civilian aviators were repr.ented 
by teYeral aerobetlc fllen. Bob 
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Air show '79: pert 
Wagner and Walt Swartz performed 
stunts both alngly and together, 
pushing their blplanea to the umoat. 
Inverted spina, torque rolla, and 
hammerheads were among the feats 
demonstrated. Pat Wagner later rode 
the wing u her husband put the plane 
through Ita pacea. Oacar Boesch 
showed another aide of aviation u 
he dramatically rode the air currents 
In his glider. 
The static displays featured aircraft 
from the regular Navy, Army, Air 
Force, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, 
and Canadian Armed Forces as well 
as the Air National Guard, Reaervea, 
the civilian sector, and corporations. 
Crewmembers, recruiters, and cadets 
explained the operation and functions 
of the aircraft. 
McDon"JI·Douglaa A4E Skyhawk 
The U.S.M.C. Reserve's A4E 
Skyhawk from South Weymouth 
attracted a great deal of Interest, 
partly beCause of Ita resemblance 
to the planes of the Slue Angell team. 
Staff Sergeant Hollins, a recruiter 
and armorer for the Corps, Comment-
ed that the " Blue Angels are lighter 
and they lack radar and other 
Instrumentation carried by this 
Skyhawk. This one Is used by reserve 
officers for training and getting their 
flight time. Search and destroy 
training Is done off Cape Cod. The 
plane Is equipped with a hook for grab-
bing arresting cabl88 and large brake 
flaps for landings on aircraft carriers. 
In the configuration on display, the 
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~ormance counts 
plane can car_ry twelve 250 pound 
bombs and eleven rockets. It has a 
maximum speed of over 630 knots and 
a flight duration time of three hours." 
Major Frank Curnow, U.S.M.C., ")dded 
that the A4E Is an "attack alrc1 In· 
tended primarily for the support of 
ground troops. It can land and take off 
from extremely short fields equipped, 
like a carrier, with a catapult and 
arresting cables. These fields can be 
set up extremely quickly." 
USANG Lockheed C·130D Hercules 
The 109th Tactical Airlift Group from 
Schenectady, New York sent a 
lockheed C-1300 Hercules transport. 
This New York Air Guard plane, built In 
1957, has a wing span of 132 feet 7 In· 
ches, an overall length of 99 feet 5 In· 
ches , a height of 38 feet 4 Inches, 
weighs 124,000 pounds, and Is 
powered by four Allison turboprop 
TS6A·9 engines. As the plane Is used In 
the arctic, It Is equipped with skis and 
eight AGO units for take off assist. The 
Air Force Is responsible for supplying 
the DEW line, and many NSF and other 
scientific expeditions above the arctic 
circle while the Navy Is responsible for 
the antarctic. 
The Hercule's crew consists of Capt. 
Ted Sobol, pilot, Capt. Joe Donofalr, 
co-pilot , Capt. Ray Besecker, 
navigator, Technical Sgt. Norm 
McKnight, loadmaster, Tech Sgt. Peter 
Britt, loadmaater, and Tech Sgt. Alfred 
Main attraction; Blue Angela on dlaplay. 
Golden Knights In tllght. 
E. Stahl, flight engineer. According to 
Britt, their mission Is to "resupply DYE 
altes In Greenland, early warning sites 
on the DEW line. All the construction 
material for the DYE buildings was 
brought up there by thla or Ita sister 
craft. This Is the only squadron with 
this type of airplane. We're also the 
only Air National Guard or Air Force 
Reserve unit doing a full time active 
job. From the end of March to the mid· 
(continued to page I ) 
·LAon Droby 
'' 
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Good entertainment at 
reasonable prices 
by Lynn H•dad 
Associ•te editor 
For many young oeoole, the thought 
of attending a cultural event often con-
jures up visions of boring lectures, 
dull exhibits, and elderly women 
Worcester Is the home of two groups 
that are making a valid attempt at 
dispelling this stereotype. Both the 
Foothills and New England Repertory 
Theatres provide enjoyable entertain-
ment at a reuonable price. Their 
season line-ups include plays to suit 
every taste be it comedy, thriller, 
tragedy or musical. 
The· Foothills Theatre, located at 
6 Chatham Street, begins tts sixth 
season with the British comedy 
''Relatively Speaking." The story line 
of this three act play revolves around a 
love ... quadangle. A young Inexper-
Ienced man, Greg Poynter falls In love 
TltE ARTS 
w1th a young experienced woman, 
Ginny Whittaker. Ginny, who report-
edly IS going to spend the day with her 
parents, Is really go.ng to confront her 
last lover-a middle-aged man, who 
refuses to leave her alone. In the 
meantime. Greg decides to drop in on 
Ginny's · 'parents' · to inform them ot 
his wish to marry the1r daughter. 
The play contmues with the Intro-
ductiOn of Gmny's old lover, Phihp 
Carter and h1s wife, She1la. Sheila, 
whose character resembles that of 
Three's Company 's Mrs. Roper, Is 
leading her husband to believe that 
she had a lover. Greg arrives, 
oettev1ng tnat umny's parents know 
all about htm. and starts up an 
.nnocent conversation wh1ch leads 
Philip to believe that Sheila's lover 
1s stand.ng before him. Ginny arrives, 
thus further compltcating the Issue. 
"Relatively Speaking" , though not 
a side-splitting comedy, is very 
humorous. The combination of fine 
acting and Foothill's seating arrange-
ment(the audience is seated around 
three s1des of the stage) lulls the 
audience Into feeling an Integral part 
of the sttuatlon. 
The actors flow through their parts. 
Not once does the narrative seem 
forced or stilted. Two characters In 
parttcutar are very good. One Is 
immedtately endeared to the dark, 
curlv-ha1red Greg, played bv veteran 
Paul Mayberry, who Is first S8en 
wearing a sheet and ridiculous pair of 
slippers. He somehow manages to get 
wrapped up In a complex situation, 
when all he wanted waa Ginny. 
Sheila Carter, played by De French, 
is a delightful character, who seems 
quite fond of wearing outlandishly 
bright colors. She Is bent upon having 
her husband believe that she Is 
running around with other men. 
The performance is very enjoyable 
and, relatively speaking, well worth 
the ticket price. 
Performances are: Thursday at 2, 
Sunday at 2 and 8 ($4.50); Wednesday 
at 8, Thursday at 8, Saturday at 5 
($5.50); Friday at 8, Saturday at 9, 
Wednesday opening night ($6.50). 
" Relatively Speaking" will continue 
at the Foothill's Theatre until Ootober 
, <4 . 
Twenty-three Oxford Street Is the 
home of the New England Repertory 
Theatre. The theatre begins Its 
1979-80 season with ·'The Strange 
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." 
The quiet, never-hurt--a-lly type 
Dr. Jekyll experiments with chemicals 
In an efforf t'o prove that the evil may 
'>e split from the good In man. Using 
n1msetr as a spectmen, Jekyll takes the 
chemicals which transform him Into 
the grotesque alter-ego, the horrible 
Hyde. The climax of the play comes 
when the two personalities confront 
each other. Hyde has become more 
and more powerful until Jekyll no 
longer has total control over his 
actions It becomes a matter of only 
one or the other surviving, and the 
sobering question Is which will be 
victor? 
William McCann Is nothing short of 
fantastic in his role of Jekyll/ Hyde. 
Hts transformation between the two 
is truly remarkable. The special 
effects do much to enhance the aura 
of terror surrounding the first staged 
metamorphasls from Hyde to Jekyll. 
Unfortunately, though Jon Knowles 
does a good job In his role of Dr. 
Lanyon, friend of Jekyll, the rest of the 
cast is not terribly effective. Jekyll's 
sister appears to have to force every 
word . Nonetheless, Mccann's per-
formance more than makes up for any 
disappointments In the other members 
of the c:ast, making the show an 
enjoyable experience. 
Performances a• the Rep are: Thurs-
day through Sur.day at 8 and Saturday 
and Sunday at 2. 
"The Stran9e Case of Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde ' will be at the Rep 
until October 28. 
The Clash deafens 
by Tom Ntcolost 
Assoctate Edt tor 
I don't know why, but last Friday 
night was one of those nights when I 
couldn' t get myself all too excited 
about llsten.ng to the mellow strams of 
" Sunshine". After a long week at 
WhooPie I JUSt felt the need to get in· 
valved In some real honest-to· 
goodness decadence and praise-be-to· 
the·powers·above that the Clark U. 
SAB provided me with this raunchy 
avenue of relief by sponsoring a con· 
cert by Britain' s prem1er punk rockers, 
The Clssh , In the1r newly renovated 
Atwood Hall. 
Now, for those who are not yet lm: 
mersed In the punk scene It may be 
hard to truly grasp the grand scope of 
the punk-out experience. You see. It Is 
Impossible to JUdge a punk concert by 
establishment rock standards. For 
example. someone might come back 
from having seen Cheap Trick , a 
relatively mellow hard rock band, and 
comment about th1ngs like the quality 
of the singing, how fast the guitarist's 
fingers moved. the excellent drummmg 
or (if so Inclined) how the bass player 
turned him on Well If that's the kind of 
revlewina vou're used to you are ao1no 
to have to sllg:-uly revise your stand-
ards to truly appreciate punk. Punk Is 
best judged by two st2ndards • the 
amount of ear damage sustained 
throughout the show and the level of 
obnoxiousness or perversion of the 
members of the band (the reason that I 
include both obnoxiousness and per· 
version In the same standard is that 
one can be both obnoxious and perver· 
se at the same time and this, more of· 
ten than not , is the case when It comes 
to punk). 
The f1rst set of the evening was per· 
formed In classic fashion by The 
Necessaries, five New York City based 
punkers. They played a good hard set, 
each song not exceeding four chords 
The best lick was called " love's a 
Mystery" and it took these guys a good 
four or five songs to get really pumped 
up. Just one thing I don't understand · 
If these guys are from New York how 
come they have Bri tish accents? 
Medium ear damage (like standing 
next to a jack hammer for a few 
minutes) and low obnoxiousness (likeable, actually). 
The next band almost completely 
nauseated me It was only at the end of 
their set that they were Introduced as 
the Dangors They played a worn out 
set that sounded like It had been 
played by thousands of others before 
them. The only thing that got them on 
the bill was their powerful equipment 
that scored heavy ear damage (tern· 
porary loss of about 10 percent hearing 
capacity) 
The f inal band of the evening was. of 
course, The Clash After the traditional 
overlong (!elay the band mounted the 
Soaring to lofty heights 
by George Tobin, Jr. 
Newspeak Staff 
The Loft · Downtown Worcester, 
Corner of Commercial and Central 
Streets. Hours: Monday-Thursday , 
11 :30AM-10:00PM. Friday-saturday, 
11 :30AM·12:00PM. Sunday, 5:00PM· 
9:00PM. Entertalnmept most 
weeknights ' til 1AM. Dress Code: 
Dress Shirt/Pants · no jeans, grungles. 
Well , people, at least Worcester's 
got some of the best restaurants In 
Central Mass. (I know ... some of 
you've probably been to better places, I 
don't claim to have gone to 
every onel), and one of these Is The 
Loft. So far, I have yet to discover 
another restaurant that serves the 
quality food at very reasonable prices 
ON 
In a nice setting. 
I've been to this culinary haven 
about half a dozen times (It 's terrible 
being an addicted epicurean!) and 
have yet to be disappointed. On a 
recent visit, I was accompanied by two 
good friends, Mike Gardella and Brad 
Sargent. We were courteously greeted 
and led to one of the loft's finished 
wooden booth seats (they have an 
equal number of floor tables, 2 
bar/cocktail areas and an upstairs 
dining area · the real " loft". The total 
capacity Is probably around 100 plus 
people. We pondered the extensive 
menus and enjoyed the unique Interior 
decor · finished wood panelling, pic· 
tures of "Old Worcester", and caned 
chair cushion seats. The downstairs 
bar Is set up very elegantly, while the 
second floor lounge Is larger and has a 
wicker couch, flowers and hanging 
plants, and cushioned chairs. 
The waitress took our orders and 
made sure all was well with us 
throughout our meal. (A note: the level 
of efficiency and attentiveness Is high 
at The loft, our water glasses were 
never empty and our waitress did not 
rush us.) 
Brad opted for the Manicotti and 
Salad, and a side of Spaghetti (3.35 
total); Mike had the Calzones (2.50) and 
a side of Steak Fries (.75), while I had a 
Hot Tuna and Cheese with Steak Fries 
(1.95). 
Brad said his meal was well worth It, 
commenting that It reminded him of 
the Italian meals eaten at home. The 
manicotti was served In a large 
casserole, and had mounds of good, 
Clark 
stage. The first words to come out of 
lead singer/guitarist Joe Strummer's 
mouth was, "All you people standing In 
the lobby had better stay there or else 
we're going to have another Kent State 
on our hands."Score two points for ob· 
noxiousness! The remark came In 
reference to the Clark U. security who 
prolonged the delay between bands by 
ask~ng everyone to be seated and 
selling standing room for the lobby. 
The first song of the night was the 
modern classic, " Safe European 
Home", that carried everyo;"te present 
up to the ceiling with the pounding of 
Its monotonous beat and wall of 
distorted guitars. Strummer spit out 
his lyrics at the audience In a 
grotesquely Intimidating fashion that 
never let up for a second. One song led 
right Into another with one guitar 
playing constantly. Strummer remind· 
ed me of Bela lugoal In one of his 
Dracula roles with white skin stretched 
on an emaciated frame topped off by a 
shock of close-<:ropped black hair. 
And they never let up. One stop 
lasted Just long enough for Strummer 
to threaten one of Clark' s security 
people with his fist after the security 
worker pushed someone back from the 
stage. " Most places they can at least 
get up on the chairs," shouted Strum· 
mer. 
Moments later The Cl11h lronlc:ally 
broke Into their own punk version of 
Bobby Fuller's " I Fought the Law". The 
hot, stringy mouarella on top. The 
spaghetti In sauce was also good, 
coming with grated cheese. We were 
also allowed to help ourselves to The 
loft 's salad bar, which contains cole-
slaw or macaroni salad, pickled veg-
gles, beets, bean aaJad , bread sticks, 
relishes, peas, and (sometimes) crou-
tons. This Is Included with any meal 
there, Including sandwiches. 
Mike had only one thing to say as he 
dug Into his Calzones (fried dough 
stuffed with cheese, peppers, onions, 
pepperoni), "This Is really, really great, 
yep, this Is good!" For anyone who's 
never had Calzones, they're quite the 
treat . Steve Totolls prepares a light 
dough, fills It with rlcotta and moz· 
zarella cheeses, and then plies In pep· 
MENU 
pars, onions, pepperoni or sausage, 
then fries the dough. It's served with a 
homemade red sauce on top, and 
vegetarian calzones are also available. 
As for myself, I love the sandwiches 
here, and I 've also had the Manicot-
ti, and Swordfish Kebabs (5.75) In the 
Upper Loft dining area. The sand-
wiches are loaded with filling , what· 
ever you cttoose, and come with some 
of the best fries I've had anywhere. 
They're steak fries-- thick, hand-cut 
from fresh potatoes, fried lightly.) 
There's just no comparison to Mac-
Donald's or to frozen fries. Mike 
couldn't believe his eyes when he saw 
his "side order". It was a loaded salad 
plate heaped with these golden 
beauties! 
When we finished, the waitress 
promptly cleared our plates and took 
our dessert orders. (One cannot pass 
up dessert here; they're all homemade 
by Mary Konopka, and they're well 
worth the slightly stuffed feeling you'll 
feel after you've "topped off" one of 
your meals.) Brad and I had the 
Chocolate layer Cake (1 .25), while 
Mike had the Cheesecake (1 .45). And 
yes folks, It was a slight effort for us to 
.finish our desserts, but worth every bit. 
The pieces of cake were huge (3 Inch 
wedges • large by anyone's standards), 
moist and topped with whipped cream. 
Mike's cheesecake was of smaller 
proportions but of equal quality. The 
total bill (Including desserts) came to 
$16.00 for three, a rather small fee tor a 
slightly noble feast. Bon Appetltl 
(A word of warning: make reser-
vations for lunch, If possible, and for 
dinner upstairs.) 
show went on and on at a seemingly 
Impossible pace with the music 
becoming hotter and harder and lyrics 
lost In distortion and pure volume. In 
the end the experience was purely 
vlseral as punk Is at Its best · a slap In 
the face, a knee In the crotch. 
WPI Lens & Lights 
Social Committee 
Film Series 
Sunday 
6:30 & 9:30 
Alden H•ll 
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(continued from page 7) 
die of May we bring fuel out to the 
bases. We're also on call at any time. 
We haul construction equipment, 
personnel, and major supplies as 
well." 
As loadmaster, Britt Is "responsible 
tor the weight and balance of the load, 
the consumption and handling of fuel, 
and cargo stowage." A typical mission 
Is flying "from Schenectady to the 
Greenland Ice cap, above the arctic 
circle, In approximately six hours. A 
great deal depends on the winds. We 
tty Into Sonderstrom Fjord, half·way up 
the coast. From there Its 29 minutes to 
OVE2, 45 to OYE3, and 60 to DVE4. We 
don't fly to DYE1 as It Is supplied by 
water. Flying over the Ice cap the sun 
Is amazingly bright because of the 
glare oft the snow and Ice." 
Speaking about the DYE sites, Britt 
pulls out a snapshot of one of the 
buildings. It consists of a large cluster 
of cubes surmounted by a huge 
spherical radar housing surrounded by 
white desolation. Britt comments that 
the "DYE sites are run by civilians. 
Right now RCA has the contract. 
Civilians are contracted for a year. 
Some of them are college students, 
who earn enough to pay for their final 
year. Some are up doing their master 
theses. One group was doing a study 
of Caribou migration." Britt feels his 
job Is "an exciting, rewarding one. You 
feel proud after completing a mission." 
Flight Engineer Stahl Is "respon· 
slble for the technical systems, such 
as electrical controls, sensors, fuel 
lines, air conditioning, heating, and 
maintaining their operation." Staho 
describes the co·pllot as being "the 
pilot's backup, relief, and In charge of 
communications." Stahl emphasized 
the navigator's Importance by saying 
"the navigator gives the airborne radar 
approach onto the flelds·all lnfor· 
matlon coming from systems on the 
airplane-In visibility of 300 yards to a 
mlle. It's like flying In a ping-pong ball 
at times.'' 
The plane, despite Its 22 years of ac· 
tlve duty, Is In excellent shape. But IJ 
takes constant malntalnance to keep It 
that way because of the heavy use It 
receives. According to Stahl, "In 1977 
we had to supply material for moving a 
DYE site because the foundation had 
been excessively damaged by snow 
and Ice. This Involved the transport of 
44 trailers. Even though a trailer took 
up so much space that you couldn't 
pass from the front to the rear of the 
plane, we unloaded them In as little as 
eight minutes, with engines running. 
This Is In snow and wind with tem· 
peratures sometimes twenty or more 
below." 
Because of the possibility of dlt· 
chlng the plane In such severe 
weather, "on each mission we carry 
450 pounds of arctic survival gear and 
each crew member carries 60 pounds 
Edgemere 
Drive-In Theater 
Route 20 
hrewsbury, Mass 
This coupon admits 
one full carload for only 
$3 
A $2.00 savmqs 
off our regular prtces 
For current picture Information call 
753·5011 
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of personal survival material. All of us 
have attended the arctic survival 
school at Elison Air Force Base In 
Fairbanks, Alaska for one week. Three 
days are spent out In the wilderness· 
even If It's sixty below." But Stahl is at· 
tracted by the beauty of the arctic clr· 
ole. The missions to Greenland he finds 
ds are "thrilling, beautiful flying. The 
contrast, from the fjords to the glaciers 
to the tundra, Is tremendous. There are 
blue, blue lakes of crystalline clarity 
and lakes turned a beautiful green 
from glacial tilt. Greenland has vast 
herds of caribou and the only native 
mush-ox population tetlin the world." 
Perhaps the worst flying weather 
occurs when the temperature Is around 
32 degrees F. This Is when planes start 
Icing up. However, the C·130D's are 
equipped with excellent de·lclng gear. 
But take offs are more difficult 
because the snow sticks "even to the 
plane's Teflon coated skis. Generally, 
If we can't get off the runway-really a 
snow way· at first, we turn around, 
packing the surface more, and make 
another attempt. But sometimes the 
planes continue off the runway· 
sometimes It has taken a nine mile run 
to get up. Bashing through snow drifts 
at over a 100 miles an hour Is the 
greatest thrill In the world· 
exhlllratlng." 
Canadian Armed Force• Tracker 
The CAF tracker on display was built 
by DeHavllland Aircraft of Canada 
limited In 1957. Major Olson, Capt. 
Blneau, Cpl. Julien and Pvt. Wilhelm 
brought the plane down from the CAF 
base In Shearwater, Nova Scotia. It's 
powered by two Pratt and Whitney 
R1820 radial engines with a maximum 
speed of 240 knots. When used In off· 
shore fisheries and pollution patrols, 
the crew consists of two pilots and one 
observer. Average patrol speed Is 150 
knots and a duration of five to seven 
hours. According to Pvt. Wilhelm, the 
plane "Is still quite powerful and ex· 
tremely manuverable." Capt. Blneau 
said that the patrol crew's role Is to In· 
vestlgate all fishing vessels, whether 
Canadian or foreign, within the 200 
mile limit. Each vessel is Identified and 
checked with a license book. We report 
their location to the fisheries depart· 
ment, who regulate what species and 
amounts of fish can be harvested In a 
locality. We are also Involved In search 
and rescue at times." 
Hawker·Siddeley AV.fJA Harrier 
Two Harrier V/STOL jets were 
brought up from Cherry Point, North 
Carolina by Major Rounsevllle and Lt. 
Glenn Merohart, who have four and two 
years experience with Harriers, respec· 
tlvely. 
The AV·BA Is designed for close air 
support of ground troops and Is 
powered by a Rolls Royce Pegasus·11 
Turbofan Engine generating 21,500 
pounds of thrust that Is directed by 
tour rotating jet nozzles. Its top speed 
Is In excess of 600 mph. Eighty 
Harriers have been purchased from 
England and McDonnei·Douglas Is 
working on an Improved version, the 
AV·8B, which will have greater fuel . 
capacity, an Increased bomb load, and 
a better wing design. According to Lt. 
Merchart, who attended the Citadel and 
remembers competing In crew against 
WPI, the Harrier Is a "pilot's airplane, 
with few black boxes. The pilot really 
has to fly It and deliver the orders him· 
self. It's a joy to fly ... the rotating noz· 
zles vector thrust downward for ver· 
tical take~ff. The plane Is also capable 
of backing up, flying sideways, and 
turning 360 degrees without linear 
movement. It's equipped for alr·to·alr 
fighting as well as ground support." 
USN Grumman E2·C Hawkeye 
The Grumman Hawkeye has a 
unique appearance because of the 
large, circular radar housing mounted 
over the wings. According to pilot Lt. 
John Crosby, the carrier plane. 
stationed In Norfolk, VIrginia. ts 
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-----------------------------FOR SALE One pair of Infinity QA 
aoeaker avatema. Serloua Inquiries 
only. John Evens 781.eoM. 
TAPE DECK: AKIA GXC·85D c11aette 
wtth x·tel head, Dolby, autoreverae, etc. 
5 years old. Originally coat $400. Nefld 
money, nil for $18.00 Call John, 754-
7818. 
FOR SALE: AKAI MODEL X·300 r .. l to 
I'MI tape deck. Two speed, accept• 5 
thru 10Va Inch reela, excellent con· 
dillon. S150 ~II 753-7785 or Box 1342. 
FELLOW MEMBERS of Sho To Chan. 
Where ere you now? 
BEWARE M.O.S.R.A., O.S.R.A. has 
recruited Techmen from Uranua. He 
will IHk out and destroy all oppoalng 
him. Nothing will atop him I Not even 
your calculators or greasy kid atudffl 
He'a watching I 
FLASH TO SUZIE • Q: I hear Security Ia 
looking for a way to light the quad. 
Why don't you rent them your blue 
ahorta? With the money you get you 
could rid your aheats of puppy· 
peel Chlcky 
TUNE·UP, OIL CHANGE, brake jobs, 
done by appointment. Fine work done 
on American cara only. Low prices : 
tune upa from $18.85 to $24.85. 
Specializing In Chevrolets. VIc · Box 
123. 
designed to provide "an early warning 
for the carrier. We patrol the expected 
threat areas, providing the carrier with 
an Increased radar horizon." Asked 
about the effects of the dome on the 
plane's handling, he replied, "The 
dome Is neutral-It's just there. There Is 
some drag, but It's not an airfoil, and 
there Is little effect. II can fly with the 
dome removed, but the speed has to be 
kept below 240 knots when this Is 
done. We go out Into the threat area 
and do a straight line patrol, back and 
forth. The three crewmen In the back 
have the real mission. They're wathchlng 
the scopes, communication with 
the carrier's fighters, and calculating 
Intercepts. We have five UHF and two 
HF radios. The Hawkeye Is not equip· 
ped with armaments. " Lt. Crosby 
stated that "landings on a carrier are 
essentially controlled crashes, with 
the hooks and cables to slow you 
down. Carrier planes have very sturdy 
landing gear, especially those built by 
Grumann. Landing during the day 
aren't that exciting, but at ntght, with 
essentially only two 360 foot lines on 
the deck to aim with, they become 
more Interesting and challenging." 
NEW JOGGING SUITS, Fred P.-rry 
brand. Retail nlue $88.85, youra for 
$40.00. Men'a large, In many great 
colora. Act now, limited supply. Cell 
Dave, 755·8411 or Box 2153. 
WORK·STUDY PERSON wanted for CH 
Dept. Typing not required but 
preferred. Sea Sharon Donahue, 
Chemistry Dept. 
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE Who needa 
a ride to Buffalo, NY, or anyplace on 
the way. Leaving October 18. Call 781· 
1102or Box 2018 
DUANE GLASSCOCK: Come home to 
Boston! Your llateners want you back 
on the radio! The Occupation of 
Seabrook needs your leaderahlpl GO 
FOR IT DUANE Ill 
THERE IS A CERTAIN group of people 
who will never forget abortlona, door 
checks, floods, whippets, dlffu11ra, the 
11:59 club, art, weter belloons, fire ex· 
tlngulshers , and the OB method. 
PARTY GIRLS WANTED. Call 753·9648 
end esk for Pat. 
LIGHT TRUCKING 
REDNECK TRANSPORTATION INC. 
We can handle most re11onable local 
furniture moves. Will also move small 
machine tools and other heavy metal. 
Minimum charve S5.00. Call 755-8886, 
eak for Eric. 
WANTED: P1lr of used football or IOC· 
cer cleats, alze 10 In reaaon1bly good 
condition. Doug, 757-<1152 or Box 1238. 
FOR SALE: Sansui·AU·317 DC In· 
tegrated amplifier, 50 w1tt1 per chan· 
nel, leas than one year old. Ia In ex· 
cellent condition. Llate for S350, will 
sell for $250 or best offer. Call Chris, 
755-2238. 
CLUB 21, Have you aMn Spnt lately? 
Lova, 7·3 13 
CARL, Laura Is Batwoman. L.D.SIIver 
SCOTT, Why Is life like a beanatalk? 
Daniela 4th 
FOR SALE: REALISTIC PR0·21 
VHFIUHF 4 channel acanner. Cost 
$130 new. sacratlce for S85. Call 757· 
4281 1fter 8 p.m. WMkdaya. 
TO SCOTT AND KEITH: "NNNNNN· 
NNNII" Joan 
LESLIE ROONEY for Homecoming 
Queen! Welcome home from Noogie· 
Noogie Landi My roommate ..• What 1 
perpetrator of punall At, At. GWEEP? 
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Bump, set, spike: trying for a winning season 
by Lynn St.Germain 
Newspeall staff 
Bump, set, sp1ke. Bump, set, spike. 
Those Ideal three hitS that are drilled 
into every volleyball player, whether 
he/she plays on the tntramural or the 
varsity squad. Undoubtedly, that sue-
Donne LeBlanc. 
As a ftrst year coach, LeBlanc, fresh 
out of Worcester State College, has her 
work cut out for her. With fifteen 
players, half of which have never 
played competitive volleyball, and only 
three returning varsity players, lnex· 
perience will be the team's biggest ob-
stacle. Yes, the team does show some 
SpORTS 
cession of htts Is being driven into 
every player on WPI's women's varsity 
volleyball by this year's new coach 
obvious signa of Inexperience: leek of 
communrcat1on, Inaccurate Judgment, 
and not enough aggreslveness. 
However, the team does Indeed 
have great potential. Watching them 
practice, one observes a great deal of 
talent. Also. the fifteen girls are willing 
to work hard, and this, Coach LeBlanc 
feels, will allow them to attain their 
season objective, a tournament berth 
with a better than .500 season, winning 
over half of their 13 matches. 
To achieve this goal, Coach LeBlanc 
will strive to develop her's Into an 
aggressive, offensive team. This she 
hopes to do with some key performan-
ces by both her returning players and 
some new freshmen. The team has 
some excellent setters In captain 
Elaine O'Neill and freshman Sonia 
Adrlanowycz. Yet, the set without a 
spike Is useless, and that Is where 
Field hockey slowed by rain and mud 
by Shauna Donovan 
Newspeak stall 
"It's a touoh week", pointed out field 
hoCkey coach Sue Chapman referring. 
to this past week's schedule . The 
games scheduled were against some 
of the toughest competitors the squad 
will play th1s year. 
Beginning the week, Tech played a 
disappointing match w1th Assumption 
College on Thursday. September 25. 
The opponents scored the winning 
goal early In the first half and 
strengthened their lead with three 
more goals before the end of that half. 
WPI played hard, but could not manage 
t(l out-maneuver the strong Assum-
ption team. The second half showed 
much Improvement In WPI's playing, 
especially defensively and no score 
change was recorded. 
The next day, Wednesday, Septem-
ber 26, the team traveled all the way to 
Amherst College to again be defeated. 
Improvement over the previous game 
was shown in this matoh In which only 
two goals were allowed In the first half 
and none In the second. 
On a rain·soaked field, Saturday, 
September 29, WPIIost to a very strong 
Framingham State team. The game 
Cross country off to slow start 
by Tommy Horgan 
Newspeak stall 
The WPI Cross Country dropped a 
16-43 decision to a strong D1v1sion II 
Lowell Tech team Saturday to run Its 
record 2·4 for the year. 
Th1s year's team. coached by John 
Brandon and captained by John Turpin 
has gotten off to it's slowest start tn 
years. This has been due to an un-
timely 1llness of Its captain and two 
other team members and a lack of 
consistency among the other runners. 
The main bright spot of the year has 
been the fine running by freshman 
Mike Horgan (a good Irish name!). Mike 
has been WPI's number one man in all 
three races and he continues to lm· 
prove with each performance. 
Although the team has had a rough 
begrnning, the outlook for the rest of 
the season is good This week they 
travel North to take on a tough Bates 
team. but with the return of John Tur-
pin. teamming with Mike Horgan, and 
the potential shown by Tim Leroy, Mike 
Haven, Bruce Richford. Rich Seaver, 
Jim Drumm, Jim McElroy. and Rick 
Molongoshi , the rest of the season 
looks promising for Coach Brandon 
HIGHLAIID PHARMACY 
104 HIGHLAND ST~EET W O RCESTE R. MASS. 
!! PIIIIE 151-1514 @ !=\ 10% DISCOUIT on most drug store needs with WPI J.D. 
... 
had a gloomy overtone because of the 
wet field, the grey sky, and the fact that 
two Tech players were Injured and had 
to be removed from the game. Through 
all the mud and wet, four goals were 
scored by Framingham the first half 
and two the second. WPI again 
remained scoreless. 
Although the team had a hard week 
this week, better results are hoped for 
in the future against leas pOwerful 
teams. Next week, three games are 
again scheduled, Nichola for Tuesday, 
Octobt>er 2, Holy Cross for Thursday, 
October 4, and another home game 
against Lowell, Saturday, October 6. 
At last. the type of reporting 
New England college football 
has always deserved. 
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returning players Karen Dzialo and co· 
captain Kathy McDermott are expected 
to shine through. Also, Coach LeBlanc 
sees a lot of potential in her new 
players, who with a little experience 
and a lot of hard work will round out a 
very competitive squad. 
With the first game just days away, 
the team's season opens October 4 
when they play host to UMASS-Boston, 
the girls are 9ett1ng anxious to Improve 
on rut year a 4-13 record. Undoubt-
edly, they have the talent to do just 
that, while providing some exciting 
matches for their spectators. So, go 
out and support your team for their six 
home games, and watch them achieve 
the quest of a tournament berth. 
GOOD 
NEWS! 
I m ,,,ur new John Hancock 
.tgcnt fhat '' ~wod news for 
lll1.'. tx·~.uu'c I'm proud to 
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Engineers downed by Dutchmen 
by Mark Boivin 
Newspeak staff · 
The WPI Engineer football team lost 
for the second time of the season to an 
aggressive Union Dutchman team, at 
Alumni Field, last Saturday, 16-14. The 
Engineers were plagued with five 
crucial fumbles that eventually cost 
them the game. 
The Dutchmen drew first blood when 
the scored two minutes and thirty 
seconds Into the game with a 34 yard 
field goal by Dan May. The field goal 
was set up when Kevin Eberly 
recovered a WPI fumble on the 23 yard 
line. 
With 2:50 left In the first quarter, 
Union recovered another Engineer 
fumble on the WPI 19 yard line. May 
then missed a 41 yard field goal at· 
tempt. 
Two minutes later, John Sansoucy 
Intercepted a Union pass. Quarterback 
Bob Montagna then hit Bruce Wills for 
34 yards. With 19 seconds left In the 
quarter, AI Carpenter missed a 33 yard 
field goal attempt. 
The Engineers started strong In the 
second quarter as John DeMasi and 
Joe Norman combined for back to back 
breakawaya of 33 and 23 yards reapect· 
Jvely. The W PI offense failed to score 
trom the one yard line because of an 
Illegal procedure call. Head Coach 
Weiss elected to go for the touchdown 
wllh the Engineers ln. a crucial fourth 
and six situation. The Union defense 
held strong and took over first and ten 
from the five. 
After three qulc~ plays, Union was 
forced to punt from their own end zone. 
John Mazeika blocked the punt and 
Bob Yule recovered the ball In the end 
zone at 8:52 of the second quarter. AI 
carpenter missed the point after and 
WPI had a 6-3iead at halftime. 
Five minutes Into the third quarter 
the Engineers fumbled on their own 23 
yard line. Union, unable to move the 
ball, was forced Into a 34 yard lleld 
goal attempt, that was blocked by John 
Sansoucy. 
Three minutes later, Bob Montagna 
fumbled on the WPI 26 yard line. This 
set up the tying field goal, a 28 yarder 
by Dan May, at 5:42. 
The Engineers fumbled again nine 
seconds later on their own 29 yard line. 
On the next play Fred DeMaris broke 
through for the only UniQn touchdown. 
Dan May then kicked the extra point 
and Union led 13-6. 
Union finished their scoring with 
another May field goal with 1 :27 left In 
the third quarter. 
WPI made a noble comeback as 
Montagna drove the Engineers down 
the field with effective slde·llne 
passes . With 25 seconds left In the 
game, Montagna hll Joe Norman In the 
end zone. He then hit Dave Shabb for 
the two point conversion and WPI was 
down 16-14. 
WPI then recovered their own on· 
side kick but It was called back 
because of an offside Infraction. Union 
recovered the next kick-off and let the 
clock run out. 
The loaa puts W PI at 1·2. 
ENTER A 
DIFFERENT WORLD 
IIRIRIINli 
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Robcharade and RoMn conr•rv• on ball with help from Guaraa/. 
Donald Cowles catches one to put WPI In scoring position. 
Colleges hold their own 
Most American colleges and unlver· 
slttes are holding their own as the new 
academic year begins despite a 
general apprehension about falling 
enrollments and rising Inflation. 
Although the college·age group-18 
through 24·1s expected to drop by 13 
percent by 1990, the decline in 
enrollment has not begun. The 
National Center for Education 
Statistics, a federal government agen· 
cy, predicts an Increase of 1 percent In 
enrollment this fall . 
Financial support for higher 
education ts also keeping pace with 
Increases In Inflation. In two years, 38 
states averaged a 21 percent increase 
. . . .. . . . 
in state appropriations for higher 
education. There Is a reported 26 per· 
cent Increase In private support of 
post-secondary Institutions. 
These mcreases have covered the 20 
percent rise In consumer prices over 
the past two years. Since January the 
Inflation rate has accelerated to an an· 
nual rate of 13.5 percent and campuses 
have not yel felt the Impact of the In· 
crease of fuel prices. Colleges have 
been forewarned about an expected 
rise of 20 percent In fuel costs. 
Inflation has also started a 
movement back to the dormitories and 
demand this year may well set a record 
for dormi!Or:Y. <?CC:~Pa'1CY; ••••••• 
-llertt Fleming 
Soccer team finally 
gets kicked 
by Jay MacNelf & Chet Huntley 
Newspeak stall 
Well, soccer fans. tffe WPI e (i'ven In 
short pants had a so·so week since the 
last Issue of Newspeak . The booters 
beat MIT convmclngly enough by a 3-1 
tally, but lost to Tufts by a Similar 
margm. Incidentally, that 's the seventh 
ltme In as many years that the lechers 
have fallen "at the feet'' of lhe "Jum· 
bos". 
In the MIT game, captatn Leo Kaab• 
kept his scoring streak alive as he 
punched two balls into the Mass. Ave. 
nets to mark, the third consecutive 
game in which he has scored thiS year. 
Kaabl's first goal came at 9:34 of the 
first half on an assist by Gazanfer 
Namoglu, and his second at 43·46 of 
the second half. Kaabl's second goal 
came off a long ChiP by senior fullback 
Rob Cummings, and Iced the wan for 
WPI . 
WPIIed at the half 2·0 on the goal by 
Kaabi , and a score by John Hanly. 
Hanly peppered the MIT keep w1th 11 
shots, and il's too bad that he didn't 
end up with more to show for hla ef· 
forts. M IT countered at 12:52 of the 
second half. and the two teams battled 
back and forth at 2·1, unlil Kaabl's 
second goat salted the game away 
from the Boynton Hill Bombers. Tech 
goalie Jum Ellenberger chalked up 13 
aaves for his third victory, and aoph· 
omore Mlck Nallen continued hts ftne 
play. 
In last Saturday's conlest with Tufts 
at Medford. WPI drew blood only once 
(well, twice If you count Cumming's 
hit) on a Leo Kaabl goal (fourth con· 
secutive game), and seemed to be 
unable to get untracked until well Into 
the second half. Desp1te lhe welcome 
return of Dennis Wysocki (who had 
been out with a sprained ankle), the 
Tufts jinx continued for another year 
aga1nst WPI. This was a game marked 
by a tot of rough play, and rather shod· 
dy offlc1attng, as both coaches were 
quick to note during the game. Again, 
final score: Tufts · 3, WPI ·1. 
So, the boys from the 'Tute now 
stand at lhree wins and one toss on the 
year. One wouldn't want to be on the 
Lowell Tech (WPI's next game) squad, 
now would theyJ . • 
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WltAT'S lfAppENiNG 
uesday, October 2 
Sale of small plants at the Wedge, 10 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Women's Tennis vs. RIC, home, 3 p.m. 
Physics Colloquium .. Observation of Rotational Tran-
sitions of Water Vapor and Ballistic Missile Defence" 
Prof. Jerald Weiss, Olin 107, 4:15 p.m. ' 
ME/CS Colloqu ium , " Computer Aided Design 
Engineering ", Robert J . Templin , GMC Cadillac 
Division, HL 109, 4:30p.m. (coffee at 4 p.m.) 
Cinematech, Go Tell The Spartans, Kinnicutt Hall, 7:30 
Pub Flicks, Kill The Umpire with William Bendix, 8:30 
and 10:00 p.m. 
ednesday, October 3 
CS colloquium " Programmmg Style" Dr. B. W. Ker-
nigham, Bell Labs, 4:00PM, Hl101 . 
ursday, October 4 
SWE Bake Sale, 10 a.m. 
Soccer vs. Lowell , away, 3:30p.m. 
Women's Tennis vs. Brandeis, away, 3:30p.m. 
Field Hockey vs. Holy Cross, away. 
Chemistry Colloquium, "The Mechanism of Metal lon 
Binding by Porphyrons", David K. Lavallee, Hunter 
College, Goddard 227, 4 p.m. (coffee at 3:45p.m.) 
Women's Volleyball vs. UMASS-Boston, home, 6 p.m. 
CoffeeHouse, Vast Ed, Pub, 9 p.m. 
. 
Friday,October 5 
Social Committee Concert, Roomful of Blues and Edgar 
Winter, Harrington Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
Saturday, October 6 
Library Exhibit, "Shaker Built" (thru 11/4) 
Women's Tennis vs. Lowell, home, 10 a.m. 
Field Hockey vs. Lowell, home, 10 a.m. 
JV Soccer vs. Worcester Academy, away, 10:15 a.m. 
Football vs. Bowdoin, away, 1:30 p.m. 
Soccervs. Clark, away, 2 p.m. 
Cross Country vs. Bates, away, 2:30p.m. 
Pub Entertainment, Upside Down, 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday, October 7 
Glee Club open rehearsal, Alden, 3 p.m. 
Lens and Lights Movie, Foul Play, Alden Hall, 6:30 & 9:30 
p.m. (adm. $1 .00) 
Fall Graduation, Alden Hall, 2 p.m. 
Monday, October 8 
Math Colloquium, "The Discrete Fourier Transform and 
Other Applications of Chinese Remainder Theorem to 
Signal Processing", Prof. David Maher (MA), Stratton 
202, 4 p.m. (tea at 3:30p.m.) 
Spectrum presents DO'A, performance on International 
instruments, Alley Hall Coffehouse, 8 p.m. 
Tuesday,October9 
Senior Pictures taken for yearbook, October 9-12 and 
15-19 
MEIMG Colloquium, " Parametric Procedures for Integer 
Linear Programming: Applications to Multiple-Criteria 
Decision Making", Prof. Dieter Klein (MG}, HL 109, 4:30 
p.m. {coffee at 4 p.m.) 
Women's Volleyball vs . Stonehill , away, 7 p.m. 
RTRAITS 
_. 
Begin in one week 
Where: Newspeak office 
(basement of Riley, Daniels side) 
When: October 9 through 19 
How much: $5.25 sitting fee 
Please be prompt 
Dressed appropriately 
Note: If you have lost your appointment card, master 
lists are located In: 
1. Student Affairs 
2. Dean van Alstyne's office 
3. Library 
4. Bookstore 
5. Peddler office (basement of Riley- Alden side) 
Thank you, 
Peddler '80 
